Standard Tree Removal & Reforestation*

City Staff

City inspects tree and prepares report.

City Arborist determines removal is necessary per criteria:
- Dead, dying, hazardous
- Infrastructure issues (curb, gutter, or sidewalk and/or utilities (e.g. sewer).

Removal is recommended. Tree is posted with placard indicating removal is to occur in no less than 14 days.

OR

No Removal is recommended, applicant may pursue Reforestation (process where applicants appeal to pay for removal and replacement).

If an HOA: Applicant shall provide an approved Board Resolution supporting the removal, then placed on future PB&R agenda for consideration of removal.

If Not an HOA: Petition where 60% of residents in 500 foot radius of tree approve the removal, then placed on future PB&R agenda for consideration of removal.

Once Board Resolution or Petitions are verified, request is placed on future PB&R agenda for consideration of removal and tree is posted 14 days prior to the meeting.

Commission considers removal request.

If approved, applicant makes payment and tree is scheduled for removal and replacement.

OR

If Commission denies removal, Councilmember or City Manager can appeal.

* For further detail refer to City Council Policy G-1